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About This Game

Now with full Vive VR support!

An isolated town.
Dozens of ensnared citizens.

Each with their own thoughts, each with their own reasons for ending up here.

But only one will listen.
Find her.

Katie, at it's core, is a game about understanding. About talking, dwelling, thinking. Walk around, speak to people, explore the
town, uncover secrets (if that's your thing), and listen to Katie. Written during a time of immense personal transition, Katie is a

casual yet vulnerable reflection on friendship, dealing with loss, and the pursuit of meaning in the midst of chaos. It's an
expression of mind laid bare in a vicarious manner, and a narrative of a life on the verge of sanity.

Features

A fully realized, living, 3D pixel-art town, cut off from the rest of society and ready for exploration.

Dozens of handmade citizens, each with their own look and Idea that they're willing to express. Talk to them, ignore
them, or let them be.
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A vulnerable narrative that unfolds over a week as you interact with the individual that gave this game it's namesake, and
seek to understand what drives the heart of the town.

Walk around, look around, be around.

Secret, post-game content.

Fully movable swings (to relive your elementary days).

"What are you running from?"
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Title: Katie
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Lonely Frontier Studio
Publisher:
Lonely Frontier Studio
Release Date: 7 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8/8.1, 10

Processor: 1.5 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Storage: 150 MB available space

Additional Notes: Runs on most laptops

English
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Wish I didn't waste my money on this. Never was able to get it started. It would just get to the main menu and crash from there.
Tried uninstalling and reinstalling many times but no luck. Tried to get my money back from Steam but was over their 2 week
refund policy. Contacted the publisher who asked me for my computer specs. I sent them to them the next day and I never heard
from them again. Emailed them a couple of times after that but still nothing. That was many many months ago.. Sisyphus
Reborn is free to play for everyone, those who liked it can afterwards buy for not even a buck this mini-DLC to support the
developer and also get some additional content.
In times where microtransactions are pretty much a necessity in full-price AAA games, this is just the most fair and honest way
to finance a game i've seen by now.

A game? What am i talking? This migth be interactive media, but is far from being "played", it is experienced.. Wouldn't run on
my Win 10 Alienware Alpha. It was even hard to idle it for cards because it runs, hangs (alt tab works sort of, but will not
actually switch), and had to reboot to get control back (start > power > restart). But it does technically idle while hung, so I
could get my trading cards. On my 2nd attempt, I got it at least to accept the "Rus Eng" choice, then loaded indefinitely, and Alt
+ Tab shows a crash report. In the end I could alt+tab to the crash window (although nothing pictured), hit enter, and it accepted
the hidden dialog and I was back on my desktop. What an adventure :) .

I honestly only got it for trading cards, which it did deliver. But it was the hardest way to get trading cards of any of the junk
games I've bought for trading cards :) .. Can't recommend the game, it feels totally cheap when I played it.
But it costs 13 bucks while games like Slender were totally free and a lot scarier in my honest opinion.

Well, I have to admit I played it without VR, maybe the implementation of VR does justify the price. But I guess not even with
VR it would be scary.

The monsters feel cheap, the game totally feels not immersive. This is not horror, it's not scary at all. You can just stay there,
watch the monster coming to you and you don't even have the wish to run away. More like: Come over here, I wanna see what
bad animation you do when you arrive.

There is no tension, you just want to shut the game on the next spot you die.

I'm gonna refund.. Not much of an update. My problem is we were promised this back around march and now it's september.
You would think in all that time they could make a complete carset instead of just throwing a couple of schemes into a game
that will now be irrelevant in two weeks time.. The awful truth is that you have to believe negative rating and reviews despite
promising screenshots and video.

The game looks just great, interface is stylish, sound is fine, truck models are very nicely detailed, everything seems to be fine,
but... ...but the game is unplayable.

What renders the game unplayable is simple fact: each truck generates mighty dense smoke, and there is a plenty of trucks
racing in championship circuit.
There is too much smoke and you barely see where you are driving, consequesntly you hit other trucks and slide away from the
road. You can't turn the smoke off. Swicthing the camera makes no difference: still you see nothing but smoke. It cannot be
helped.

Bottom line: no fun, because you can not play. Yes, that stupid.

Note: the game seems to be ported and, at least in my case, experiences strange framerate \/ speed fluctuations, when the game
unexpectedly starts runing too fast from time to time. I've seen other comments about bad porting job done, so this migh be
true.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 nice game. A very unique DLC chapter involving wrangling Nomes sort of
reminiscent of Pikmin. I didn't encounter any game-breaking glitches, though occasionally the Nomes would get
stuck\/disappear and I'd have to restart from a checkpoint or walk around until they wizened up. I didn't lose anymore than a
minute or two of progress total, but your mileage may vary. Like the other DLCs it is rather short, but the way the level design
works and the collection of Nomes was entertaining enough for me to recommend this chapter.
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I loved this dive back in the 90's and shooting ducks has never been so exciting! The game is great and it supports oculus rift,
even if it's not stated. I would really love to have a full oculus touch support though, as it is now being used by the game as if it
was a vive controller, and the touch action on the trigger shoots altogether with the trigger pression, making it feel a little bit
weird on the control side. great purchase! please devs, make it fully touch compatible \u2665. This game is absolutely bang on
the das kapital for being created by a single man in his bedroom. The amount of content available and the quality of the graphics
is brilliant considering the game is compacted into 250mbs. I love the authentic uniforms used by the British Royalists and the
steam punk zeppelin setup, the gameplay is very fluid and works well on release which is a nice change from allot of games I
have bought recently that have been broke on release. There is still room for improvement though, I would like the option to
issue movement orders to a single troop and have him carry them out while I swap to another unit and do the same with him. It
would be also handy to have some sort of mini map so I could know the general direction in which to send my troops. In all the
game is great though and I hope to have many hours of fun. If you would like to see some footage check The King of Funk on
youtube doing his thing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNIMy-CPY9s. Very meh. Only get it as part of the complete
bundle.. Awesome game! Really relaxing.. Interesting concept. You are basically hovering over a lot of different coloured
nodules that move randomly up or down. If you don't like how they move you can go to the next universe. Nodules sometime
move as a wave, or in groups or by them selves. The colours are rainbow coloured. The whole thing is a simplistic style. Kinda
pleasing, hey I spent 15 minutes in there before getting bored.

The music changes for each universe. Most of the music is uninspiring.

I have read some of the other comments and agree some more variety of objects, and maybe the nodules moving to the music
would be fun.

The experience has potential
. Hardcore, Grand Strategy title. No crashes 7.1 hours in but lots of fun. Not for the casuals, not for the feint hearted but if you
like to feel like a commander thinking over and over again about supply problems and maneuvers on a huge map go for it. Youll
get 100s of hours out of both campaigns. End turn times can be a bit long though.. You know something doesn't quite add up
when you have to break in to the lab for a scheduled brain scan...never mind the fact that the supposed doctor was waiting . If it
were me IRL, I would have left there and then!. I highly recommend this game to people who want to spend time on educational
games.. She whispersss to usss...
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